1. Introduction
Few syntactic phenomena have attracted as much attention as Control: a structure in which the overt subject of a dominating clause (the controller) determines the referential properties of an unpronounced subject of its complement clause (the controllee). More than thirty years of research, starting with Rosenbaum 1967, Postal 1970, and Bresnan 1972, have produced several interesting theories of Control and Raising (for a good summary of approaches, see Davies and Dubinsky 2004). At the same time, most studies of Control have built heavily on the facts of English and a small number of other well-studied languages. The goal of this paper is to investigate Control in Malagasy, an Austronesian language spoken in Madagascar that is significantly different from English. We will present and analyze three Subject Control constructions in Malagasy which may provide an argument in favor of a syntactic analysis of Control as movement (Hornstein 1999, 2003). The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces basic facts of Malagasy grammar. Section 3 briefly surveys the contrasting syntactic approaches of Control that we consider. Sections 4 through 7 describe and analyze three different patterns of Control in Malagasy, using two of the patterns to argue for the movement analysis. Section 8 summarizes the results of this work.

2. Malagasy
Malagasy has basic VOS word order and an articulated voice system. For our purposes, it is sufficient to recognize three voices shown in (1a-c): active or agent-topic, passive or theme-topic, and circumstantial (passivized applicative)
which serves to promote an element other than agent or theme. In (1c), it is a beneficiary.

(1) a. n-i-vidy ny akoho (hoan-dRasoa) Rabe ACTIVE
   PAST-ACT(IVE)-buy the chicken for-Rasoa Rabe
   ‘Rabe bought a chicken (for Rasoa).’

   b. no-vidi-n-dRabe (hoan-dRasoa) ny akoho PASSIVE
   PAST-buy-PASS(IVE)-Rabe for-Rasoa the chicken
   ‘The chicken was bought (for Rasoa) by Rabe.’

   c. n-i-vidi-anan-dRabe ny akoho Rasoa CIRCUMSTANTIAL
   PAST-ACT-buy-CIRC-Rabe the chicken Rasoa
   ‘Rasoa was bought a chicken by Rabe.’

There are several proposals concerning the structure of such clauses and we will adopt structures from Guilfoyle, Hung, and Travis 1992, shown in (2). The clause-final subject occupies the specifier of IP and non-subject agents occur post-verbally in the specifier of VP.

(2) a. IP
    I’     DP
    I           buy D’
    VP  Rabe
    V跑 buy
    DP

   b. IP
    I’     DP
    I           buy.PASS D’
    VP
    V’
    buy.PASS
    Rabe
    the chicken
    DP
    V’
    the chicken
    DP

The voice system has an important syntactic function. As pointed out by many researchers, only the subject can be extracted for purposes of relativization, who-questioning, or topicalization (Keenan 1972, 1976, 1995, MacLaughlin 1995, Paul 1999, 2002, Pearson 2001, Sabel 2002, and many others). This is illustrated briefly in (3), which shows that only subject wh-questions are grammatical.

(3) a. iza no nividy ny akoho iza?
    who FOCUS buy.ACT the chicken
    ‘Who bought the chicken?’

   b. *inona no nividy inona i Rabe?
    what FOCUS buy.ACT Rabe
    (‘What did Rabe buy?’)
3. **Syntactic approaches to Control**

With section 2 as background, we turn to the syntax of Control and Control in Malagasy. While we cannot do justice to the richness of various approaches to Control here, we will introduce two competing analyses: a base-generation approach and the more recent Minimalist-oriented movement account.

Within the Principles and Parameters theory (Chomsky and Lasnik 1993), the controllee in a Control structure is the null element PRO and it is co-indexed with the controller, as shown in (4).

(4) The farmer; tried PRO; to sell the cow

The PRO-based account rests on the theoretical assumptions in (5), among others. The Theta Criterion in (5a) forces the existence of PRO. (5b) restricts PRO’s distribution to the subject of non-finite clauses and (5c) helps to determine PRO’s interpretation.

(5) a. an NP chain may receive at most one θ-role (part of the Theta Criterion)
   b. PRO is assigned Null Case
   c. PRO must be bound for a referential interpretation

Each of these assumptions has been questioned in the literature. Hornstein’s (1999, 2003) Minimalist analysis of Control replaces them with the following:

(6) a. an NP chain may receive multiple θ-roles
   b. PRO does not exist
   c. the controllee is a trace of NP-movement

Adopting these arguably Minimalist assumptions leads to a unification of Raising and Control. Both are derived via A-movement and they differ minimally in whether or not the higher predicate assigns a θ-role to the raised NP. On Hornstein’s analysis, a Control structure has the following derivation:

(7) The farmer tried the farmer to sell the cow

Hornstein 1999 discusses a number of conceptual advantages to the movement analysis. In what follows, we introduce three Malagasy control structures in an effort to provide new empirical data which might contribute to this theoretical debate.

---

4. **Active Control**

Active Control, in (8), is the Malagasy construction that most closely resembles English Control. The control predicate appears in the active voice, while the voice of the embedded predicate is not restricted.

(8) a. n-an-andrana n-a-mono ny akoho Rabe  
PAST-ACT-try PAST-ACT-kill the chicken Rabe  
‘Rabe tried to kill the chicken.’  
b. m-an-aiky ho-sas-ana ny zaza  
PRES-ACT-agree FUT(URE)-wash-PASS the child  
‘The child agrees to be washed.’

This construction is accepted by all speakers and has properties typical of a Subject Control structure. The matrix verb imposes selectional restrictions on its subject and there is an obligatory control interpretation with the embedded subject position, which must remain unexpressed. In brief, the Active Control construction is unsurprising in resembling English and other well-known languages and, as a consequence, it does not shed light on the theoretical debate between base-generation and movement analyses of the phenomenon.

5. **Backward Control**

Backward Control is the apparently similar construction illustrated in (9). It seems limited to three verbs (*mahavita* ‘accomplish’, *mitsahatra* ‘stop’, and *manomboka* ‘begin’) and is subject to unpredictable idiolectal variation.

(9) a. n-a-havita namono ny akoho Rabe  
PAST-ACT-accomplish kill.ACT the chicken Rabe  
‘Rabe finished killing the chicken.’  
b. m-an-ombreka mitondra ny fiara Rabe  
PRES-ACT-begin drive.ACT the car Rabe  
‘Rabe is beginning to drive the car’

As with Active Control, the control predicate is in the active voice and it imposes selectional restrictions on the overt subject. For example, these verbs do not allow non-volitional subjects, (10), and they form an imperative, (11) (Perlmutter 1970).

(10) *nahavita navy ny orana  
accomplish come the rain  
(‘It stopped raining.’)

(11) mahavità manoratra ny taratasy (ianao)  
accomplish.IMPERATIVE write the letter you  
‘Finish/write your letter writing!’
There is also an obligatory control interpretation between the two subject arguments and (9) cannot mean ‘Rabe finished having someone kill the chicken’. Similarly, the two subject positions cannot be simultaneously expressed, (12).

(12) a. *n-a-havita namono ny akoho izy/azy Rabe
    past-act-accomplish kill.ACT the chicken 3SG.NOM/3SG.ACC Rabe
    (‘Rabe finished having someone kill the chicken.’)

    In contrast to Active Control, however, the construction has the unusual constituency shown in (13) in which the overt subject is in the embedded clause. It is not the subject of the matrix control predicate.

(13) n-a-havita [namono ny akoho Rabe]
    past-act-accomplish kill.ACT the chicken Rabe
    ‘Rabe finished killing the chicken.’

    Evidence for this constituency comes from coordination (see Polinsky and Potsdam 2002a for more detailed argumentation). The matrix verb and embedded predicate cannot coordinate to the exclusion of the subject, (14a). Instead, the embedded subject must be repeated, (14b). This is expected given the constituency in (13). If the overt subject were outside the embedded clause, (14a) should be possible.

(14) a. *nanomboka namaky ny taratasy sy menatra ny mpianatra
    began read the letter and embarrassed the student
    (‘The student began to read the letter and was embarrassed.’)

    b. nanomboka namaky ny taratasy ny mpianatra ka menahatra izy
    began read the letter the student and embarrassed 3SG
    ‘The student began to read the letter and he was embarrassed.’

    Given that the overt subject is in the embedded clause but the matrix predicate imposes selectional restrictions, there must be a non-overt subject in the higher clause coindexed with the lower subject. We represent this controllee atheoretically as ∆ in (15).
Additional evidence for this null controllee comes from quantifier float. Floated *daholo* ‘all’ is licensed under c-command in the same clause as its binder (Keenan 1976, 1995), (16a). (16b) shows that *daholo* ‘all’ may also appear in the matrix clause in Backward Control constructions. This is unexpected unless there is a null controllee in the matrix clause.

(16) a. nanomboka omaly [mihomehy *daholo* ny ankizy]
    began yesterday laugh all the children
    ‘Yesterday the children began to laugh all.’

b. ?nanomboka *daholo* omaly [mihomehy ny ankizy]
    began all yesterday laugh the children
    ‘Yesterday the children all began to laugh.’

In summary, as we have argued in more detail elsewhere (Polinsky and Potsdam 2002a), this construction instantiates Backward Subject Control, a control construction in which the structural positions of the controller and controllee are reversed. It is also found in Tsez (Polinsky and Potsdam 2002b), Tsaxur (Kibrik 1999), and possibly Kabardian (Kumaxov and Vamling 1998) and Adyghe (Say 2004).

Turning now to the syntactic analysis of Backward Control, it clearly presents a problem for the base-generation analysis:

(17) [accomplish [kill the chicken *Rabe*] \(\Delta_i\)]

If the matrix subject is PRO, it is not bound and the sentence should, instead, receive an arbitrary interpretation, contrary to fact. At the same time, with coindexing, the structure is a violation of Binding Theory Condition C, since the R-expression *Rabe* is not free. This should rule out the structure on a control interpretation.
There are similar problems if the matrix subject is the null pronominal pro. First, Malagasy is not a pro-drop language. Second, even if pro were exceptionally present in this particular configuration, the obligatory control interpretation is unexpected. Third, the presence of pro would again lead to condition C violation. Finally, it is surprising to find a null pronominal that never alternates with an overt NP, (12).

The conclusion that the controllee is not a base-generated empty category suggests that we consider Hornstein’s movement analysis of control discussed in section 3. In Polinsky and Potsdam 2002a,b we propose in more detail that Backward Control differs from Forward Control only in that the raising of the controller takes place in the covert syntax:

(18) derivation of Backward Control

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{a. } [\text{IP} \ [\text{VP} \ \text{accomplish} \ [\text{IP} \ Rabe \ [\text{VP} \ \text{kill chicken}]structor]]] \ \ \ \text{SS} \\
&\text{b. } [\text{IP} \ Rabe \ [\text{VP} \ \text{accomplish} \ [\text{IP} \ Rabe \ [\text{VP} \ \text{kill chicken}]structor]]] \ \ \ \text{LF}
\end{align*}
\]

This approach correctly derives the relevant Malagasy construction and avoids the analytical problems that accompany the empty category analysis. If this approach can be maintained, the Backward Control construction offers support for a derivational view of Control. In the next section, we turn to a construction that seems to pose a challenge to this conclusion.

6. **Passive Control**

The third control construction that we discuss is PASSIVE CONTROL, as in (19). It involves a passive control predicate and a passive or circumstantial verb in the embedded clause. Both the controller and controllee are passive agents.

(19) a. n-andram-an-dRabe no-vono-ina ny akoho
    past-try-PASS-Rabe past-kill-PASS the chicken
    (lit.: the chicken was tried by Rabe to be killed)
    ‘Rabe tried to kill the chicken.’

b. kasa-in-dRasoa ho-sas-ana ny zaza
    intend-PASS-Rasoa fut-wash-PASS the child
    (lit.: the child is intended by Rasoa to be washed)
    ‘Rasoa intends to wash the child.’

As before, the control predicate imposes selectional restrictions on its agent and the controllee cannot be expressed, (20).

(20) *n-andram-an-dRabe; no-vono-i-nyi ny akoho
    past-try-PASS-Rabe past-kill-PASS-3SG the chicken
    (‘Rabe tried to kill the chicken.’)

The structure we posit for passive control is in (21) below. The matrix subject cyclically raises from the embedded clause, first undergoing passive and then
subject-to-subject raising into the matrix subject position. The control relationship is established by movement from the lower spec,V to the higher.

This derivation however violates Relativized Minimality because it contains two overlapping A-chains. This challenges the analysis of Control as movement. At this juncture we can entertain three analytical possibilities: (i) the PRO-based analysis should be revived, (ii) the construction is Non-Obligatory Control and, as such, it is not analyzed as movement under Hornstein’s (1999) theory, or (iii) there is a different analysis in terms of movement compatible with Relativized Minimality. The phenomenon of Backward Control forces us to reject (i). In the section to follow, we explore (ii) in more detail and ultimately reject it. We sketch a solution along the lines of (iii) based on work in progress.

(21) IP
   I’
   DP
   the chicken
   I
   VP
   try.PASS
   DP
   Rabe
   V’
   IP
   try.PASS
   I’
   DP
   the chicken
   I
   VP
   kill.PASS
   DP
   Rabe
   V’
   kill.PASS
   the chicken

7. Obligatory and Non-Obligatory Control

Many researchers have recognized and investigated the difference between Obligatory Control (OC) and Non-obligatory Control (NOC) illustrated in (22) (see Jackendoff and Culicover 2003 for a discussion). The controller in OC must be very local while the choice of controller in NOC is more open.

(22) a. Pat$_i$ expects $\Delta_i$/*$_k$ to sing OBLIGATORY
    b. Pat$_i$ thinks that $\Delta_i$+$_k$/$_k$ to sing would be fun NON-OBLIGATORY

Hornstein 1999 proposes that the two constructions have different syntactic structures. Only OC involves movement; NOC is a base-generated structure. If Malagasy passive control were NOC, it would not pose a problem for the movement analysis of control—it will be simply irrelevant to it.
OC and NOC differ in a number of documented ways (Hornstein 1999, 2003, Jackendoff and Culicover 2003, and references therein):

(23) properties of OC versus NOC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OC</th>
<th>NOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. no controller (PRO\textsubscript{arb} reading)</td>
<td>x  √</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. permits strict reading under ellipsis</td>
<td>x  √</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. paraphrasable with a pronoun</td>
<td>x  √</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. allows a non-local antecedent</td>
<td>x  √</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. allows a non-c-commanding antecedent</td>
<td>x  √</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We will now apply these diagnostics to Malagasy Passive Control. For comparison, we also present data on Active Control, an uncontroversial OC construction. What the data below show is that all properties identify Passive Control as OC, no different from Active Control.3

(24) no controller, PRO\textsubscript{arb} reading

a. nanaiky hividy ity trano ity Rabe agree.ACT buy.ACT this house this Rabe

b. neken’ i Rabe hovidina ity trano ity agree.PASS’ Rabe buy.PASS this house this

‘Rabe agreed for someone to buy this house.’

‘Rabe agreed to buy this house.’

(25) sloppy vs. strict reading under ellipsis:

a. nanaiky hividy ny trano ny mpitsara ilay mpampiasa koa. agree buy the house the judge this employer too

b. neken’ny mpitsara hovidina ny trano. ilay mpampiasa koa agree.PASS’ the judge buy.PASS the house this employer too

‘The judge agreed to buy the house. The employer (agreed to buy it) too.’

SLOPPY

‘The judge agreed to buy the house. The employer (agreed for the judge to buy it) too.’

*STRICT

(26) paraphrasable with a pronoun

a. %nanaiky azy hividy ilay trano ny mpitsara agree.ACT 3SG buy.ACT this house the judge

b. neken’ ny mpitsara hovidi-ny ilay trano agree.PASS the judge buy.PASS

3 In earlier work (Polinsky and Potsdam 2003) and in the presentation of this paper, we claimed that Passive Control was NOC. That claim was based on data from a smaller number of speakers and showed variability among speakers and graded judgments. The current conclusion is based on more extensive fieldwork in Madagascar with a larger set of consultants, who seem to be more in agreement with each other and rarely show graded judgments. At the same time, there does seem to be variation in judgments with different predicates which we have not pursued. For illustration, we have used the predicate manaiky ‘agree’, which shows clear OC behavior.
agree.PASS’ the judge buy.PASS-3SG this house
*‘The judge agreed to buy this house.’
‘The judge agreed for him (someone else) to buy this house.’

(27) non-local antecedent
a. mihevitra Rabe fa nanaiky hividy ny fiara Rasoa ACTIVE
   think Rabe that agree.ACT buy.ACT the car Rasoa
b. mihevitra Rabe fa neken-dRaso hovidina ny fiara PASSIVE
   think Rabe that agree.PASS-Rasoa buy.PASS the car
   ‘Rabe thinks that Rasoa agreed to buy the car.’
   *‘Rabe thinks that Rasoa agreed for him (Rabe) to buy the car.’

(28) non-c-commanding antecedent:
a. nanaiky hividy ny kadoa ny zanak’ i Rasoa ACTIVE
   agree.ACT buy.ACT the gift the children’ Rasoa
b. neken’ ny zanak’ i Rasoa hovidina ny kadoa PASSIVE
   agree.PASS’ the children’ Rasoa buy.PASS the gift
   ‘Rasoa’s children agreed to buy a gift.’
   *‘Rasoa’s children agreed for her (Rasoa) to buy a gift.’

Given that Passive Control is OC, the analysis according to which passive control is base-generated as NOC is untenable. This leaves us with the need to re-evaluate the movement analysis.

In ongoing work, we are pursuing the idea that the overlapping chains of movement in (21) are allowed because they instantiate different kinds of chains. The movement of the controller from spec,V to spec,V is A-movement but the movement of the theme from spec,I to spec,I is in fact A’-movement. This proposal relies on a particular view of Malagasy clause structure stated in (29).

(29) a. the post-verbal NP is the subject
    b. the clause-final NP is an obligatory topic in an A’-position

That the clause-final NP must be specific (i.e. a topic) in Malagasy is well-known (see for example Keenan 1976, Pearson 1996, 2001, and Paul 2000). This view of Malagasy grammar is most recently and forcefully defended in Pearson, to appear and the existence of passive control may further support this position.

8. Conclusions
In this paper, we have considered three control constructions in Malagasy: Active Control, Backward Control, and Passive Control. Examination of these constructions shows that the range of variation in Malagasy Control is richer than would be predicted on the basis of English and similar languages.

While expanding the empirical database of control structures available cross-linguistically, Malagasy Control constructions also validate fundamental
properties of Control structures proposed on the basis of more familiar languages. In particular, the seemingly unusual Passive Control construction shows all the standard properties that identify Obligatory Control.

The Active Forward construction does not differ from well-known Subject Control in English and as such does not inform the ongoing theoretical debate concerning the optimal model for Control structures. The other two constructions discussed in this paper offer new empirical evidence for the derivational analysis of Control. This evidence crucially relies on internal facts of Malagasy grammar.
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